Magnetic shape memory alloys exhibit a hierarchically twinned microstructure, which has been well examined in epitaxial Ni-Mn-Ga films. Here we analyze consequences of this "twin within twins" microstructure on the magnetic domain pattern. Atomic and magnetic force microscopy are used to probe the correlation between the martensitic microstructure and magnetic domains. We examine consequences of different twin boundary orientations with respect to the substrate normal as well as variant boundaries between differently aligned twinned laminates. A detailed micromagnetic analysis is given which describes the influence of the finite film thickness on the formation of magnetic band domains in these multiferroic materials.
Introduction
Magnetic Shape Memory (MSM) alloys are multiferroics which exhibit ferroelastic and ferromagnetic order. The coupling between martensitic microstructure and magnetic domains gives rise to the Magnetically Induced Reorientation (MIR) of martensitic variants 1 , resulting in huge strains up to 10 % in moderate magnetic fields 2 . The martensitic and the magnetic microstructures have been examined in detail in bulk single crystals. The martensitic microstructure of modulated martensite (e.g. 10M and 14M) exhibits a characteristic "twin within twins" microstructure, which involves several generations and length scales. 3, 4 According to Roytburd 5 , each generation of twins forms in order to compensate the type of elastic energy, which was not minimized by the finer twinning generation. The first generation in this hierarchy can be identified in the modulated unit cell itself. 4 According to the adaptive concept of Khachaturyan et al. 6 the modulated unit cell is a nano-twinned microstructure of a simple tetragonal unit cell. The next generation of twinning occurs between differently aligned unit cells of the modulated structure. These twin boundaries are often called mesoscopic twin boundaries. 4 As the MIR effect is based on the movement of this mesoscopic twins by a magnetic field, we will refer to them as twin boundaries throughout this paper.
A martensitic microstructure commonly contains regions of parallel twin boundaries, socalled laminates. There are different possibilities to orient laminates, which are crystallographically equivalent. Thus, a further generation of macroscopic twin boundaries forms, which connects mesoscopic laminates of different orientations. To avoid confusion with the other twin generations, we will call the twin boundaries between different oriented laminates variant boundaries.
Each generation of twin boundaries differs by several orders of magnitude in its twinning period, twin boundary energy 7 and mobility 4 . Accordingly each generation should have a different impact on the magnetic domain pattern. For the first generation, the twinning period is just a few unit cells, which is well below the magnetic exchange length 8 . Accordingly, magnetization is completely coupled between nanotwins. Indeed one can calculate both the sign and absolute value of magnetocrystalline anisotropy of the modulated cell simply as a mean average of the nanotwinned tetragonal building blocks. This approach also gives the appropriate temperature dependency of magnetocrystalline anisotropy. 9 Consequences of the mesoscopic twinning on the magnetic domain patterns have been extensively examined in bulk single crystals, as the MIR effect is based on this coupling. The fundamental pattern is a staircase domain pattern. [10] [11] [12] This pattern is possible due to different symmetries of the underlying ferroelastic or ferromagnetic transformation, resulting in martensitic variants or magnetic domains. While for a martensitic variant only the direction of the magnetic easy axis is important, for a magnetic domain also the direction of magnetization matters. Thus one can distinguish two different domain walls: The 90°-domain walls coinciding with twin boundaries and are formed, since they allow magnetization to follow the magnetic easy axis to minimize magnetocrystalline anisotropy energy. The 180°domain walls can be formed within one martensitic variant since there are two possible magnetization directions following the given crystallographic easy axis. This additional freedom for the formation of a magnetic domain pattern is commonly used to minimize magnetostatic energy.
In addition to the fundamental staircase pattern, magnetic domain mirroring at twin boundaries 13 and the formation of spike domains at 90°-domain walls to reduce the magnetic stray field at the surface 14 were observed in single crystalline Ni-Mn-Ga. To our knowledge, there is no report on the domain pattern occurring at variant boundaries.
Another rarely analyzed aspect is the influence of the reduced symmetry of thin films compared to bulk. Up to now magnetic domain patterns of thin films have mostly been examined in polycrystalline form. 15 An increased magnetic domain period with increasing film thickness according to Kittel 16 was observed, but the polycrystalline nature hinders probing a possible correlation between magnetic and martensitic microstructure. In a previous work 17 , we analyzed the magnetic domain configuration in a thickness series of epitaxial 14M martensitic Ni-Mn-Ga films. As these findings represent one particular case of twin boundary alignment out of six possible orientations, another case of twin boundary alignment is introduced in this paper. In addition, a detailed micromagnetic analysis of the type X domain pattern is given. We also analyze the variant boundaries occurring between both different orientations.
In this paper we examine Ni-Mn-Ga films on a rigid substrate only. The rigid substrate inhibits any macroscopic length change and therefore no substantial changes of the martensitic microstructure are possible. Furthermore, in the present films the martensitic transition temperature is above the Curie temperature. Therefore one may consider the martensitic microstructure as given and can reduce the investigation to the question of how the magnetic domain pattern adapts to it. This is of advantage as the martensitic microstructure of epitaxial films has been examined in detail. [18] [19] [20] [21] All measurements have been performed in the as-deposited state at room temperature, which is below the ferroelastic and ferromagnetic order temperature. We did not apply an external magnetic field during the 4 measurements. Hence, these measurements represent the starting point for a future field dependent reorientation.
Experimental
Ni-Mn-Ga films (sample X and Y) of different film thicknesses (d X = 2 µm; d Y = 1.5 µm) were prepared by DC magnetron sputter deposition from an alloyed target on a heated single crystalline (100)-MgO substrate (T X = 400 °C; T Y = 300 °C), as described in detail in our previous work 22 substrate edges parallel to the picture edges and the austenitic Ni-Mn-Ga unit cell is rotated by 45°. The sacrificial chromium layer (d Cr = 100 nm) improves the film quality and enables the preparation of freestanding Ni-Mn-Ga films. 23 The film compositions (X: Ni 47.8 Mn 32.5 Ga 19.7 and Y: Ni 48.5 Mn 32.8 Ga 18.8 ) were determined by energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) with an accuracy of 0.5 at.% using a Ni 50 Mn 25 Ga 25 standard. All investigated samples exhibit the 14M modulated martensitic structure, which has been examined by X-ray diffraction and transmission electron microscopy measurements, which will be published elsewhere.
Martensitic and magnetic microstructure was probed by atomic (AFM) and magnetic force microscopy (MFM) using a digital instrument dimension 3100. Topography was imaged by height contrast in tapping mode and magnetic micrographs were scanned in lift mode by a standard magnetic tip with a Co-alloy coating and the magnetization along the tip axis. The lift scan height ranges from 50 to 100 nm depending on the strength of the magnetic stray field.
Magnetic properties of Ni-Mn-Ga
Due to the technological relevance of magnetic shape memory alloys, the magnetic properties of Ni-Mn-Ga are well examined. For the micromagnetic calculations, we use the following values of 14M martensite at room temperature: 24, 25 magnetostatic energy density The c-axis is aligned in-plane, but alternates between both equivalent orientations 45° rotated to the substrate edges. Type X as well as type Y twinned regions consist of the same kind of modulated 14M martensite, however the b-axis and the a-c-twin boundaries run differently with respect to the sample normal. Since the crystallographic c-axis coincides with the magnetic easy axis in 14M martensite 8 , substantially different domain pattern in both types of twinning are expected. Only for type X twinning the magnetic easy axis points out-of-plane and stray field effects play an important role. This should be negligible for type Y twinned variants with in-plane magnetic easy axis.
To understand the measurements below it is important to consider that the six different orientations of twin boundaries sketched in Figure 1 are a simplification. As these twin variants form at the irrational habit plane, connecting austenite and martensite, they are tilted 6 and rotated by a few degrees away from precise {101}-planes of austenite. 27 Instead of the six fundamental orientations, a multiple of 24 so-called habit plane variants exist. The slight tilt and rotation is elastically incompatible with the rigid substrate. This incompatibility is compensated by alternating twin variants with positive and negative angular deviations, resulting in a wavy or rhombus-like topographic pattern on the film surface.
In addition to a-c-twin boundaries also a-b-and b-c-twin boundaries are possible due to the orthorhombic distortion of 14M martensite. First indications of these boundaries have recently been reported also for 10M martensite in Ni-Mn-Ga. 28 For the present films we have no indication of these types of boundaries, hence they will not be considered in the following.
Magnetic domain pattern within type X twinning
The correlation between magnetic and martensitic domain structures of type X twinned martensite is explained in detail in our previous work 17 . The key points of this analysis are shortly summarized since they are the basics of the following sections.
The martensitic microstructure of a 2 µm thick Ni-Mn-Ga film (sample X) has been mapped by AFM and is depicted in Figure 2a . A periodical, wavy surface topography with a rhombuslike superstructure is visible. Since in type X the mesoscopic a-c-twin boundaries are inclined by 45° towards the substrate normal, the magnetic easy c-axis lies alternately in-and out-ofplane ( Figure 1 , orange TB). The schematical cross sections in Figure 6 illustrate the typical surface profiles of a c-a-twinned martensite 22 . Twinning results in a slight inclination between both variants connected by a twin boundary. Traces of twin boundaries are therefore visible on the surface topography as linear ridges and valleys. Due to the epitaxial film growth, the orientation of the austenitic Ni-Mn-Ga unit cell is rotated about 45° in respect to the MgOsubstrate edges. 22 The experimentally observed corresponding magnetic domain pattern (see Figure 2b ) consists of magnetic band domains with domain walls (DW) perpendicular to the twin boundaries. 17 For the present 2 µm thick film an additional contrast within the band domains is visible, which resembles the same direction and period of the twinning. This aspect is discussed in detail in section 4.3.
In Figure 2c 
. Kittels law also predicts appropriate absolute values of DW   when assuming that within each band domain magnetization is averaged between neighboring twin variants. The validity of this assumption is discussed in detail in section 4.3. This agreement allows considering the observed band domain pattern as the optimum balance between the total domain wall energy and stray field energy. In contrast to these magnetic energies, the twinning period is an optimum balance between elastic energy contributions: total twin boundary energy and elastic energy. 7 Since the equilibrium magnetic domain period exceeds the equilibrium martensitic twinning period, the formation of magnetic band domains parallel to the martensitic variants does not allow obtaining their optimum width. For a perpendicular alignment the domain period does not need to match the twin period and thus a domain period with minimum energy can form. 17 This orthogonal arrangement allows an independent minimization of magnetic and elastic energies, respectively.
A completely different domain pattern is known for bulk samples (staircase domain pattern).
The absence of additional 180°-domain walls within the films are due to the unfavorable total magnetic energy. In the following section the observed domain pattern in type X films was analyzed in detail in comparison with competing models.
Micromagnetic analysis of type X domains
In order to explain the observed magnetic domain pattern more precisely, we will compare the micromagnetism of three different patterns, which are sketched in Figure 3 Figure 3b has to be considered.
In case (b), the magnetization follows the easy axis within each martensitic variant ( Figure   3b ). The energy contributions of this model are:
The magnetostatic energy arising from the two-dimensionally modulated charges at the upper and lower film surface will be evaluated below with the twin boundary period TB  . given by: Figure 3c ), which gives rise to a magnetostatic energy term. In total we have the following contributions: 
The energy terms are formally identical to those in case (b) and now depend solely on the twin boundary period, which has no degree of freedom, but is a given function of the film thickness 17 : Figure 4a summarizes the total energy for all three cases as a function of the film thickness. Over the whole film thickness range the total energy of the staircase domain pattern, case (c), is clearly above that one of case (b). This originates from the small twin boundary period which introduces a large density of 180°-and 90°-DWs. The consequence is an increased magnetostatic contribution of the one-dimensionally modulated charged surface (see Figure   3c ). An explanation for the latter finding can be found in the separation of the charged bands of opposite polarity. Here, flux closure is less effective and the resulting strong stray fields lead to increased magnetostatic energy. One should note that these results do not disagree with the observed staircase domain pattern in bulk material. In macroscopic samples the individual twin variants reach a size which is large enough to contain several magnetic domains for an effective flux closure.
Variant boundaries of two type X variants rotated by 90° around the substrate normal
Four crystallographic equivalent orientations of type X twinned variants exist (Figure 1 , orange TB). Accordingly variant boundaries between them are possible. They occur at much larger length scale compared to the twin boundaries within one twinned laminate. In this section, the most obvious variant boundary between two martensitic type X variants is analyzed.
The AFM micrograph in Figure 5a shows 
Magnetic domain mirroring at variant boundaries of two type X twinned variants rotated by 180° around the substrate normal
For type X twinned martensitic variants the orientation of traces on the surface is not sufficient for determining the twin boundary orientation, since there are two different ways to tilt the a-c-twin boundary from the substrate normal: plus and minus 45° (Figure 1 The origin of such 180°-variant boundaries can be explained by multiple transformation nucleuses during the martensitic transformation, where different oriented martensitic variants growth. To keep the crystallography precise, one has to note that the sketches in Figure 6 are simplifications. A general variant boundary, as described in the introductions, involves a slight tilt and rotation of both variants. Accordingly the crystallographic lattice at a variant boundary is expected to be disturbed, which is symbolized by the blue dotted lines in Figure   6 . However, these small angular deviations result just in a slight bending of the easy axis, which apparently does not disturb the domain mirroring effect. with respect to the austenitic unit cell. This similarity is plausible, as for the type Y orientation the magnetic easy axis is always in-plane and magnetic stray field effects are thus negligible. While in bulk the spacing of 180°-DWs (l) is commonly much shorter than that of 90°-DWs (w), this is different for the present thin film. We attribute this to the substantial shorter twin boundary period in films, which fixes w, while a large l may minimize the total domain wall energy.
Domain pattern at the variant boundary between type X and Y twinned variants
After the detailed analysis of the correlation between the martensitic and magnetic domain 
Conclusion
Epitaxial Ni-Mn-Ga films represent a prototype to probe the correlation between martensitic and magnetic microstructure in hierarchically twinned magnetic shape memory alloys. Figure 6 ). 
